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Planking the side panels

On the real boat the side panels are actually the inside faces of the planked hull and are angled at about 45 degrees,
so to try and simulate this I decided to plank some side panels to fit down the sides of the lower deck, Once again I
used some 0.8 mm ply as a backing. The backing sheets were cut to the shape of the box side which is tapered
towards the stern, next I cut lengths of plank at random to mix the different shades and the ends are cut to 45
degrees so they can be set against the bottom edge when gluing, these are then laid on the backing sheet in position
ready for gluing. The backing ply is stuck to the building matt (which in turn is stuck to the building board) with double
sided tape, this will stop the sheet warping when the glue is drying, it also allows me to fasten a piece of wood along
the bottom edge to push each plank against and also to rest the angled “ply pusher” (see picture) against it to
ensure each plank is at 45 degrees and is pushed up against the corking. I work from a full length plank first to give a
firm piece to push subsequent planks against, I will work from this plank to the right and then finish planks to the left.
The process is quite repetitive – spread an area with glue just in front of the last plank then lay a strip of black card
against that last plank making sure its covered in glue, then take the next plank and lay in the glue and using the
angled “ply pusher” push the plank securely home, then remove any excess glue and repeat the process. This
whole process takes about an hour to place all the planks in place, the side piece is then left to fully dry and the
second side is prepared ready to glue. Since the sides are planked with walnut timber its only right that the end
sections are treated in the same manner to give a consistent look. For this I had already purchased some walnut
veneer which I used on the motor housing. Pieces where cut to size for each end then the surfaces were coated with
aliphatic glue and the veneer pushed against each end and pressed home using “ply springs” (bendy ply
sticks)against a flat board. Once the ends are set I can then cut out the various apertures that were previously cut out
for the wires, pipe ducts and fuse holders, these are carefully cut using taper cutters and small files. There is a video
clip showing my process, please forgive the background music and heavy breathing, it sounds like I'm on my last
legs, it must be a very sensitive microphone on the camera?
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